Celtic Pacific Properties Pty Limited
(Managing Controller Appointed) (Administrators Appointed)
ACN 071 232 230 (“the Company”)
Initial Information for Creditors

We, Joseph Hayes and Andrew McCabe were appointed Joint and Several Administrators of the
Company by a secured creditor on 17 January 2020 pursuant to section 436C of the Corporations Act
2001 (Act). According to the Company’s records, you may be a creditor of the Company. The purpose
of this document is to provide you with information about the voluntary administration and your rights as
a creditor.
What is a voluntary administration?
A voluntary administration, or VA, is a process initiated by the director(s) of a company or a secured
creditor of a company when they form the view the company is, or is likely to become, insolvent.
‘Insolvent’ means that the company is, or is likely to become, unable to pay its debts when they fall due.
Less commonly, a VA is commenced by a liquidator of the company. In this case, the VA appointment
was made by the director of the Company.
The objective of a voluntary administration is to preserve as much as possible of the business of the
company or, if not, seek a better outcome for creditors than a liquidation of the company. The process
involves the appointment of voluntary administrator to the company to administer and investigate the
business, property, affairs and financial circumstances of the company. A voluntary administrator must
complete investigations, form an opinion about the company’s financial position and its future and issue
a detailed report to creditors of the company. Creditors are then given the opportunity to vote on the
future of the company.
What happens to your debt?
All creditors of the Company are now creditors in the voluntary administration and your debt will be dealt
with in the voluntary administration.
It is important to note that a voluntary administration creates restrictions on creditors being able to
enforce their rights. You generally cannot enforce your claim, recover your property, enforce your
security, commence an action to place the company into liquidation or act on a personal guarantee.
If you have leased property to the Company, have a retention of title claim or have a registered personal
property security interest in relation to the Company, please contact Patrick Skippen on (02) 9210 1711
or by email at pskippen@wexted.com as soon as possible.
Your rights as a creditor
We enclose a copy of the information sheet “Creditor Rights in Voluntary Administrations” issued by the
Australian Restructuring Insolvency & Turnaround Association (“ARITA”). It includes information on
your rights to:
▪

make reasonable requests for information;

▪

give directions to the Administrators;

▪

appoint a reviewing liquidator; and

▪

replace us as Administrators.

Liability limited by a scheme
approved under Professional
Standards Legislation

Declaration of Independence, Relevant Relationships and Indemnities (DIRRI)
We enclose our DIRRI. The DIRRI assists you to understand any relevant relationships that we have,
and any indemnities or upfront payments that have been provided to us.
We have considered each relationship and it is our opinion that none of the relationships disclosed in
the DIRRI result in a conflict of interest, or duty, or affect our independence.
Meetings of creditors
As voluntary administrators, we are required to hold two meetings of creditors.
First meeting of creditors
The first meeting of creditors will be held as follows:
Date:
Time:
Address:

Tuesday 28 January 2020
12:00pm AEST
Gladstone City Library Meeting Room, 39 Goondoon Street, Gladstone QLD 4680

Teleconference facilities will also be available for those unable to attend in person:
Phone Number:
+612 8103 4256
Passcode:
Please contact Patrick Skippen of this office at pskippen@wexted.com if you
wish to attend via teleconference by 4pm, 24 January 2020.
We have attached a list of creditors including estimated amounts and addresses, as shown in the
records of the Company.
We enclose a notice of meeting. To participate in this meeting, you must submit a proof of debt and
information to substantiate your claim. If the creditor is a person and will attend the meeting, this is all
that is required. However, if the creditor is another type of entity (such as a company), they must also
appoint a person – a “proxy” or person authorised under a power of attorney – to vote on behalf of the
creditor at the meeting. A proxy should also be appointed if the creditor is a person but is not available
to attend the meeting.
You can appoint the chairperson of the meeting as your proxy and direct the chairperson how you wish
your vote to be cast. If you choose to do this, the chairperson must cast your vote as directed.
Proof of debt and proxy forms are enclosed, together with guidance notes to assist you when you
complete them. To ensure that the meeting is conducted as efficiently as possible, completed proof of
debt and, if applicable, proxy forms must be returned to my office by post, or email to
insolvency@wexted.com by 4pm, 24 January 2020.
We also enclose general information for attending and voting at meetings of creditors.
Committee of Inspection
At the first meeting, creditors will consider whether a Committee of Inspection (“COI”) should be
appointed. The role of a COI is to consult with the voluntary administrator and receive reports on the
conduct of the administration. A COI can also approve the voluntary administrator’s fees.
It is for creditors to decide if they would like to form a COI in this VA.
Second meeting of creditors
We will also in due course call a second meeting of creditors. Before that meeting you will be sent the
notice of meeting and a detailed report which sets out the options for the Company’s future. We will
also provide our opinion as to what option we think is in the best interests of creditors. At that second
meeting, creditors will decide on the future of the Company.
You are encouraged to attend these meetings and participate in the voluntary administration process.
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Assets & Liabilities
We are currently collating the Company records and further information from the directors concerning
the assets and liabilities of the Company. Further details concerning the assets and liabilities of the
Company will be discussed at the forthcoming meeting of creditors.
Note to creditors whose debts are guaranteed by other parties
If your debt in this estate is guaranteed by another party, and your guarantee contains a clause
restricting that other party from proving their debt (if they have one) in this administration until your debt
is paid, you must provide this office with a copy of that guarantee document before any meeting of
creditors or payment of dividend.
Retention of Title and Registered Securities
A creditor must have their interest validly registered against the Company on the national Personal
Property Securities Register (PPSR) to enforce any security interest over Company’s assets (for
example: unpaid stock under a retention of title clause).
If the security interest has not been properly registered or registered in time, the relevant asset will not
be available to the creditor but instead vest in the Company.
We are dealing directly with any parties that have registrations on the PPSR, however there is always
the possibility that some creditors may not have registered their interest (including interests under a
retention of title clause) on the PPSR database post 30 January 2012. We ask that those creditors
contact this office immediately and provide a copy of the credit application completed by the Company,
the outstanding invoices, details of any security held, a copy of their PPSR registration and a list of the
items sold to the company but not yet paid for. No items will be returned to creditors until this office has
verified the validity of any claims.
Fair Entitlements Guarantee (FEG)
If it is expected that insufficient funds will be recovered to enable a full distribution to employees, the
federal government's Fair Entitlements Guarantee (FEG) scheme may be of assistance to those
employees.
The FEG scheme assists employees with outstanding entitlements that become due because of
employers becoming insolvent. However, FEG funding can only be obtained once the Company has
been placed into liquidation.
The scheme provides assistance with regard to the following employee entitlements:
▪

up to a maximum of 13 weeks unpaid wages for the period prior to the appointment of the
Liquidator;

▪

unpaid annual leave;

▪

unpaid long service leave;

▪

up to a maximum of 5 weeks unpaid payment in lieu of notice; and

▪

up to a maximum of 4 weeks unpaid redundancy entitlement for each completed year of
service.

If employees need to contact the FEG department, the details are as follows:
Web site:

https://www.ag.gov.au/FEG

E-Mail:

feg@jobs.gov.au

Phone:

1300 135 040
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In the event that it is established that there are outstanding employee entitlements our office will be
liaising with the FEG department to enable that distribution to be made to employees. In the interim,
employees should contact us with details of their outstanding entitlements.
What happens next?
We will proceed with the voluntary administration, which will include:
▪

determining and progressing asset realisation strategies;

▪

preparing for and holding the meetings of creditors;

▪

investigating the Company’s affairs;

▪

analysing any offer for a Deed of Company Arrangement that is proposed; and

▪

preparing our report to creditors.

As discussed above, you will receive further correspondence from us before the second meeting of
creditors.
Administrators Remuneration
We enclose our Initial Remuneration Notice which provides you with information about how we propose
to be paid for undertaking the voluntary administration.
We will seek your approval of our remuneration at the second meeting of creditors, unless that
remuneration is approved earlier by a COI (if one is appointed). We will provide you with detailed
information about what tasks we have undertaken and the costs of those tasks.
Further information
ARITA provides information to assist creditors to understand voluntary administrations and insolvency.
This information is available from ARITA’s website at www.arita.com.au/creditors.
A copy of the information sheet, “Insolvency information for directors, employees, creditors and
shareholders”, issued by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (“ASIC”) is also
enclosed for your information.
What you should do next
You should:
▪

read the enclosed information;

▪

decide whether you are going to participate in the first meeting; and if so

▪

complete and return your proof of debt and proxy form (if required) by 4pm
24 January 2020.

If you would prefer to receive future communications (including any Report to Creditors or Notice of
Meeting) from us by email, please return the enclosed “Request to Receive Electronic Communications”
form to our office.
If you have any queries, please contact Patrick Skippen on (02) 9210 1711 or pskippen@wexted.com.
Dated 17 January 2020
Celtic Pacific Properties Pty Limited
(Managing Controller Appointed) (Administrators Appointed)

Joseph Hayes

Andrew McCabe

Joint and Several Administrator

Joint and Several Administrator
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Enclosures:
1

ARITA Information Sheet – Creditor Rights in Voluntary Administrations

2

Declaration of Independence, Relevant Relationships and Indemnities

3

Listing of creditors

4

Notice of Meeting and General Information for Attending and Voting at Meetings of
Creditors

5

Proof of Debt (Form 535) and Guidance Notes

6

Proxy Form and Guidance Notes

7

ARITA Information Sheet – Committees of Inspection

8

Initial Remuneration Notice

9

ASIC Information Sheet – Insolvency information for directors, employees, creditors
and shareholders

10 Request to Receive Electronic Communications
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Creditor Rights in Voluntary Administrations
As a creditor, you have rights to request meetings and information or take certain actions:
Right to give
directions to
voluntary
administrator

Right to request
information

Right to appoint a
reviewing
liquidator

Right to request information
Information is communicated to creditors in a voluntary
administration through reports and meetings.
In a voluntary administration, two meetings of creditors are
automatically held. You should expect to receive reports and notice
of these meetings:
▪

▪

The first meeting is held within 8 business days of the
voluntary administrator’s appointment. A notice of meeting and
other information for this meeting will be issued to all known
creditors.
The second, or decision, meeting is usually held within 6
weeks of the appointment, unless an extension is granted. At
this meeting, creditors will get to make a decision about the
company’s future. Prior to this meeting the voluntary
administrator will provide creditors with a notice of the meeting
and a detailed report to assist in making your decision.

Right to replace
voluntary
administrator

Requests must be reasonable.
They are not reasonable if:
(a) complying with the request would
prejudice the interests of one or more
creditors or a third party
(b) the information requested would be
privileged from production in legal
proceedings
(c) disclosure would found an action for
breach of confidence
(d) there is not sufficient available
property to comply with the request
(e) the information has already been
provided

Important information will be communicated to creditors prior to
and during these meetings. Creditors are unable to request
additional meetings in a voluntary administration.

(f)

Creditors have the right to request information at any time. A
voluntary administrator must provide a creditor with the requested
information if their request is ‘reasonable’, the information is
relevant to the voluntary administration, and the provision of the
information would not cause the voluntary administrator to breach
their duties.

(g) the request is vexatious

A voluntary administrator must provide this information to a creditor
within 5 business days of receiving the request, unless a longer
period is agreed. If, due to the nature of the information requested,
the voluntary administrator requires more time to comply with the
request, they can extend the period by notifying the creditor in
writing.

ARITA
ACN 002 472 362

the information is required to be
provided under law within 20
business days of the request

If a request is not reasonable due to (d),
(e) or (f) above, the voluntary
administrator must comply if the creditor
meets the cost of complying with the
request.
Otherwise, a voluntary administrator must
inform a creditor if their information
request is not reasonable and the reason
why.

Level 5, 191 Clarence Street, Sydney NSW 2000 Australia | GPO Box 4340, Sydney NSW 2001
t +61 2 8004 4344 | e admin@arita.com.au | arita.com.au
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Right to give directions to voluntary administrator
Creditors, by resolution, may give a voluntary administrator directions in relation to a voluntary
administration. A voluntary administrator must have regard to these directions, but they are not required to
comply with the directions.
If a voluntary administrator chooses not to comply with a direction given by a resolution of the creditors, they
must document their reasons for not complying.
An individual creditor cannot provide a direction to a voluntary administrator.

Right to appoint a reviewing liquidator
Creditors, by resolution, may appoint a reviewing liquidator to review a voluntary administrator’s
remuneration or a cost or expense incurred in a voluntary administration. The review is limited to:
▪

remuneration approved within the six months prior to the appointment of the reviewing liquidator, and

▪

expenses incurred in the 12 months prior to the appointment of the reviewing liquidator.

The cost of the reviewing liquidator is paid from the assets of the voluntary administration, in priority to
creditor claims.
An individual creditor can appoint a reviewing liquidator with the voluntary administrator’s consent, however
the cost of this reviewing liquidator must be met personally by the creditor making the appointment.

Right to replace voluntary administrator
At the first meeting, creditors have the right to remove a voluntary administrator and appoint another
registered liquidator to act as voluntary administrator.
A creditor must ensure that they have a consent from another registered liquidator prior to the first meeting if
they wish to seek the removal and replacement of a voluntary administrator.
Creditors also have the opportunity to replace a voluntary administrator at the second meeting of creditors:
▪

If creditors vote to accept a proposed deed of company arrangement, they can appoint a different
registered liquidator as the deed administrator.

▪

If creditors vote to place the company into liquidation, they can appoint a different registered liquidator as
the liquidator.

It is however usual for the voluntary administrator to act as deed administrator or liquidator. It would be
expected that additional costs would be incurred by an alternate deed administrator or liquidator to gain the
level of knowledge of the voluntary administrator.
Like with the first meeting, a creditor must ensure that they have a consent from another registered
liquidator prior to the second meeting if they wish to seek to appoint an alternative registered liquidator as
deed administrator or liquidator.

For more information, go to www.arita.com.au/creditors
Version: July 2017
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CORPORATIONS ACT 2001
Declaration of Independence, Relevant Relationships and Indemnities
Celtic Pacific Properties Pty Limited
(Managing Controller Appointed)(Administrators Appointed)
A.C.N. 071 232 230
The purpose of this document is to assist creditors with understanding any relationships that the
Administrators have and any indemnities or upfront payments that have been provided to the
Administrators. None of the relationships disclosed in this document are such that the independence
of the Administrators is affected.
This information is provided to you to enable you to make an informed assessment on any
independence concerns, so you have trust and confidence in our independence and, if not, can act to
remove and replace the us if you wish
This declaration is made in respect of us and Wexted Advisors.

Independence
We, Joseph Hayes and Andrew McCabe of Wexted Advisors have undertaken a proper assessment
of the risks to our independence prior to accepting the appointment as Joint and Several Voluntary
Administrators of Celtic Pacific Properties Pty Limited (CPP) in accordance with the law and
applicable professional standards. This assessment identified no real or potential risks to our
independence. We are not aware of any reasons that would prevent us from accepting this
appointment.

A. Declaration of Relationships
B1.

Circumstances of appointment

This appointment was referred to us by Junnosuke Ando of Goldman Sachs who are the advisor for
the secured creditor MTGRP, L.L.C.
We believe that this referral does not result in a conflict of interest or duty because:
•

Junnosuke Ando, Goldman Sachs nor MTGRP, L.L.C have not previously referred any insolvency
type matters to our firm;

•

Referrals from solicitors, business advisors and accountants are commonplace and do not impact
on our independence in carrying out our duties as Administrators; and

•

There is no expectation, agreement or undertaking between ourselves and the referrer about the
conduct of this administration and we are free to act independently and in accordance with the laws
and the requirements of the Australian Restructuring Insolvency and Turnaround Association’s
(“ARITA”) Code of Professional Practice (“COPP”).

•

This is the first referral from this source, the fees from which are not a significant percentage of our
business and accordingly, we are by no means dependent on referrals from this source.

We have had the following communications and meetings in the lead up to this appointment:
•
•
•
•

On 13 November 2019, Andrew McCabe received an email from Junnosuke Ando to request a
proposal to undertake voluntary administration appointments for CPP and related entity Gladstone
United Pty Ltd (Managing Controller Appointed).
On 15 November 2019, Mr McCabe emailed a proposal letter and draft appointment documents for
the appointments.
On 16 January 2020, a Wexted Advisors staff member emailed a consent to act to Goldman Sachs.
On 17 January 2020, we received executed appointment documents from Goldman Sachs.

These communications do not affect our independence for the following reasons:
•

The Courts and the ARITA’s COPP specifically recognise the need for practitioners to provide
advice on the insolvency process and the options available and do not consider that such
advice results in a conflict or is an impediment to accepting the appointment;

•

The nature of the advice provided to the Company is such that it would not be subject to
review and challenge during the course of the administration; and

•

The nature of the pre-appointment advice provided to the Company will not influence our
ability to fully comply with the statutory and fiduciary obligations associated with the
administration of the Company in an objective and impartial manner.

We have provided no other information or advice to CPP, its Director, its advisors and creditors, prior
to our appointment beyond that outlined in this DIRRI.

B2.

Prior Professional services to the Insolvent

Neither we, nor our firm, have provided any professional services to, or in relation to, CPP in the
previous 24 months.

B3.

Relevant Relationships (excluding Professional Services to the Insolvent)

We, or a member of our firm, have, or have had within the preceding 24 months, a relationship with:
Name

Nature of relationship

Reasons

Christopher
MacDonnell –
Managing Controller
of CPP

We have a professional
relationship with Mr
MacDonnell. Occasionally,
we work with Mr MacDonnell
on external administrators
unrelated to CPP, or the
related parties of CPP, from
time to time.

We believe that this relationship does not
result in a conflict of interest or duty
because it will not influence our ability to
fully comply with the statutory and
fiduciary obligations associated with the
administration of CPP in an objective and
impartial manner.

B4.

Group appointments

At the same time as this appointment, we were also appointed to the following company:
Name

Nature of relationship

Reasons

Gladstone United
Pty Ltd (Managing
Controller
Appointed)

We were appointed Joint and
Several Administrators of
Gladstone United Pty Limited
(GU) on the same day we were
appointed Joint and Several
Administrators of CPP. The
sole director of CPP,
Jacqueline Mulhern, is also the
sole director of GU.

We believe that this relationship does not
result in a conflict of interest or duty
because:
• At the time of our appointment we
were not aware of any conflicts
between CPP and GU. Should
such a conflict arise, we will keep
creditors informed and take
appropriate action to resolve the
conflict.
•

Appointment to group and/or
related entities are allowed under
the COPP and should generate
efficiencies in conducting the
appointment.

•

B5.

The role undertaken by us as Joint
and Several Administrators of GU
will not influence our ability to fully
comply with the statutory and
fiduciary obligations associated with
the administration of CPP in an
objective and impartial manner.

No other relevant relationships to disclose

There are no other known relevant relationships, including personal, business and professional
relationships, from the previous 24 months with CPP, an associate of CPP, a former insolvency
practitioner appointed to CPP or any person or entity that is entitled to enforce a security interest in
the whole or substantially the whole of CPP’s property that should be disclosed.

C. Indemnities and up-front payments
We have been provided with the following upfront payment for the conduct of this administration:
Name
MTGRP,
L.L.C.

Relationship with CPP
Secured Creditor with an All
Present and After Acquired
Property (ALLPAAP) charge
over the whole or substantially
whole of CPP’s assets

Nature of indemnity or payment
$40,000 upfront payment to cover our
remuneration and disbursements for the
conduct of the administration. This upfront
payment will be held in the administration bank
account and will not be drawn to meet our
remuneration until such time that it is approved
by creditors or the Court.

This does not include statutory indemnities. We have not received any other indemnities or upfront
payments that should be disclosed.
Dated: 17 January 2020

.....................................................
Joseph Hayes

.....................................................
Andrew McCabe

Note:
If circumstances change, or new information is identified, we are required under the Corporations Act 2001 and ARITA’s
Code of Professional Practice to update this Declaration and provide a copy to creditors with our next communication as
well as table a copy of any replacement declaration at the next meeting of the insolvent’s creditors. For Creditors’
Voluntary Liquidations and voluntary administrations, this document and any updated versions of this document are
required to be lodged with ASIC.

Celtic Pacific Properties Pty Limited (Managing Controller Appointed)
(Administrators Appointed)
Creditor Listing
Creditor Name
Related Party
Amac Airconditioning
No
Amalgamated Pest Control
No
Arthur Computer Essentials
No
BPM Cowirick Pty Ltd
No

Celtic Pacific Properties Pty Limited
Collins Foods Group Pty Limited
GSG Business Centre Brisbane
David Roby
Department of Tourism, Racing & Fair Trading
Department of Tourism, Fair Trading & Wine Industry
Diceys Gladstone Pty Ltd
Dr M Lupton
Ergon Energy
Gladstone Regional Council
J.J. Richards & Sons Pty Ltd
Kamm Investments Pty Limited
Johnson Law Pty Ltd
Larsens Automatic Controls
McCosker Glass & Aliminium Pty Ltd
Medicare Australia
MTGRP, L.L.C.
Mulhern Construction
Netbury
Portside Plumbing

Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No

Address 1
P O Box 5538
8 Crow Street
1 Edward Street
PO Box 5115
Pokies Account C/- Wexted
Advisors
Level 12, 28 O'Connell Street
PO Box 286
PO Box 3796
41 Clarence Street
GPO Box 3111
GPO Box 3111
71-77 Dawson Road
75 Rosewood Drive
Locked Bag 3403
PO Box 29
PO Box 2040

Suburb
Gladstone
GLADSTONE
Gladstone
CQ Mail Centre

State Post Code Debt Amount ($)
QLD
4680
3,445.25
QLD
4680
363.00
QLD
4680
148.50
QLD
4702
455.07

Sydney
Lutwyche
South Brisbane
Gladstone
Brisbane
Brisbane
West Gladstone
North Rockhampton
BRISBANE
Gladstone
Gladstone

NSW
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD

2000
4030
4101
4680
4001
4001
4680
4701
4001
4680
4680

PO Box 330
PO Box 5998 CQ Mail Centre
PO Box 1583
PO Box 1001
Level 17101 Collins Street
Lower level, 2-16 Shores Street
PO Box 1134
PO Box 1251

ROCKHAMPTON
Rochampton
Gladstone
Tuggeranong
Melbourne
Cleveland
Gladstone
Gladstone

QLD
QLD
QLD
ACT
VIC
QLD
QLD
QLD

4700
4702
4680
2907
3000
4163
4680
4680

183,126.00
2,480.50
1,148.62
891.00
67.00
67.00
48,760.43
614.79
(49.59)
672.39
7,447.50
(4,535.65)
2,475.00
264.00
747.72
92,999.50
73,669,959.00
773,019.84
534.44
132.00

Qld Fire and Rescue Service
Quality Cleaning Gladstone
Robertson O'Gorman Solicitors
Southern Cross Protection
Wood & Johnson Painting Contractors
Wood Bros Construction Pty Ltd
Wormald Fire Systems

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

PO Box 255
36 Keppel Avenue
PO Box 13026
PO Box 54
17 Fairway Avenue
5 Kerfoot Close
GPO Box 59

Rockhampton
Gladstone
Brisbane MLC
Croydon Park
Carinya Park
Tannum Sands
Brisbane

QLD
QLD
QLD
NSW
QLD
QLD
QLD

4700
4680
4003
2133
4680
4680
4001
Total

956.25
10,459.16
3,781.53
880.88
2,156.00
55.00
540.80
74,804,062.93

NOTICE OF MEETING OF CREDITORS OF COMPANY UNDER ADMINISTRATION
Celtic Pacific Properties Pty Limited
(Managing Controller Appointed) (Administrators Appointed)
ACN 071 232 230 (“the Company”)
Notice is now given that a meeting of the creditors of the Company will be held on Tuesday
28 January 2020 at Gladstone City Library Meeting Room, 39 Goondoon Street, Gladstone QLD
4680 at 12:00pm AEST.
The purpose of the meeting is to determine:
whether to appoint a committee of inspection; and
if so, who are to be the committee’s members.
At the meeting, creditors may also, by resolution:
i.

remove the Administrators from office; and

ii.

appoint someone else as Administrator of the Company.

To participate in this meeting, you must submit a proof of debt and information to substantiate your
claim. If the creditor is a person and will attend the meeting, this is all that is required. However, if
the creditor is another type of entity (such as a company), they must also appoint a person – a
“proxy” or person authorised under a power of attorney – to vote on behalf of the creditor at the
meeting. A proxy should also be appointed if the creditor is a person but is not available to attend
the meeting.
You can appoint the chairperson of the meeting as your proxy and direct the chairperson how you
wish your vote to be cast. If you choose to do this, the chairperson must cast your vote as directed.
Proof of debt and proxy forms are enclosed, together with guidance notes to assist you when you
complete them. To ensure that the meeting is conducted as efficiently as possible, completed proof
of debt and, if applicable, proxy forms must be returned to my office by post, or email to
insolvency@wexted.com by 4pm, 24 January 2020.
Dated: 17 January 2020
Celtic Pacific Properties Pty Limited
(Managing Controller Appointed) (Administrators Appointed)

Andrew McCabe
Joint and Several Administrator
In accordance with IPR 75-35 teleconference facilities will also be available for those unable to
attend in person:
Phone Number: +612 8103 4256
Passcode: Please contact Patrick Skippen of this office at pskippen@wexted.com or (02) 9210
1711 if you wish to attend via teleconference.
A person who wishes to attend via telephone must give the convenor notice not later than 4pm,
24 January 2020 in a written statement setting out:

•

The name of the person;

•

An address to which notices to the person may be contacted;

•

A telephone number at which the person may be contacted; and

•

Any facsimile transmission number to which notices to the person may be sent.

The person who participates in the meeting by telephone must pay any costs incurred by the person
in participating and is not entitled to be reimbursed for those costs from the assets of the Company.

General Information for Attending and Voting at Meetings of Creditors
Time and place of meeting
Pursuant to Insolvency Practice Rules (Corporations) (“IPR”) 75-30, a meeting of creditors must be
convened at the time and place the Chairperson believes are convenient for the majority of creditors
entitled to receive notice of the meeting.
Quorum
▪

Pursuant to IPR 75-105, unless a quorum is present, a meeting must not act for any purpose
other than:
−

the election of a chairperson; and

−

the proving of debts; and

−

the adjournment of the meeting.

▪

A quorum is present if two (2) or more persons are entitled to vote and at least two (2) persons
are present at the meeting in person, by proxy or by power of attorney.

▪

A quorum is present if only one (1) person is entitled to vote and that person is present at the
meeting in person, by proxy or by power of attorney.

▪

A person who participates in the meeting using electronic facilities is taken to be present in
person at the meeting.

▪

A meeting is sufficiently constituted if only one (1) person is present in person, if the person
represents personally or by proxy or otherwise a number of persons sufficient to constitute
a quorum.

Chairperson
Pursuant to IPR 75-50, the external administrator is appointed Chairperson of the meeting.
Alternatively, pursuant to IPR 75-50 and IPR 75-152 the external administrator may appoint someone
else to act as chairperson of the meeting and authorise that person to use any proxies held by the
external administrator on the external administrator’s behalf.
For the second meeting of creditors in a Voluntary Administration, the Administrator must chair the
meeting pursuant to IPR 75-50.
Voting
▪

Pursuant to IPR 75-85, creditors will not be eligible to vote at the meeting unless they
have lodged particulars of their debt or claim prior to or at the meeting.

▪

Accordingly, creditors who intend to vote at the meeting should ensure that they lodge a
formal proof of debt with the external administrator prior to or at the meeting.

▪

Pursuant to IPR 75-110, a resolution put to the meeting is to be decided on the voices or by a
poll, if one is requested.

▪

A poll may be requested by:
−
−

▪

the chairperson; or

a person participating and entitled to vote at the meeting.
Pursuant to IPR 75-115, should a poll be requested:

−

a resolution is passed if a majority in number and a majority in value vote in
favour of the resolution; and

−

a resolution is not passed if a majority in number and a majority in value vote
against the proposed resolution.

In the event of a deadlock, the chairperson may exercise a casting vote. In such situations, the
minutes of the meeting must specify the chairperson’s reasons for exercising, or not exercising, their
casting vote.
Proxies
▪

Pursuant to IPR 75-150, a person entitled to vote at a meeting may, in writing, appoint an
individual as their proxy to attend and vote at the meeting on their behalf.

▪

Accordingly, creditors who are unable to attend the meeting but who wish to be represented
should ensure that a validly executed proxy form is lodged with the external administrator prior
to the meeting.

Corporate Creditors
Corporate creditors who wish to attend the meeting should note that an individual may only represent
them if the corporation validly grants that person a proxy or power of attorney.
Alternatively, section 250D of the Corporations Act provides that a corporation may, by resolution of
its board, provide a standing authority for a specified person to represent the corporation at a
specified meeting of creditors. A copy of any such resolution should be provided to the external
administrator prior to attending the meeting.
Committee of Inspection
Pursuant to IPR 80-5, a person may only serve as a member of a Committee of Inspection if the person
is:
▪

a creditor of the company personally; or

▪

the attorney of a creditor under a general power of attorney; or

▪

authorised in writing by a creditor; or

▪

a representative of the Commonwealth if a FEG claim has been, or the Commonwealth
considers a claim is likely to be, made in relation to unpaid employee entitlements.

Corporate creditors who are members of a Committee of Inspection may be represented by an
individual authorised in writing by the member to represent the member on the committee.

FORM 535
CORPORATIONS ACT 2001
Subregulation 5.6.49(2)
FORMAL PROOF OF DEBT OR CLAIM (GENERAL FORM)
To the Joint and Several Administrators of Celtic Pacific Properties Pty Limited (Managing Controller Appointed)
(Administrators Appointed)
This is to state that the company was, on 17 January 2020 (1) and still is, justly and truly indebted to(2) (full name):

1.

.................................................................................................................................................................................
(‘Creditor’)
.................................................................................................................................................................................
of (full address)
for $ ................................................................................................. dollars and ................................................... cents.
Particulars of the debt are:
Date
Consideration(3)
Amount $
GST
Remarks(4)
state how the debt arose
included $ include details of voucher substantiating
payment

2.

To my knowledge or belief the creditor has not, nor has any person by the creditor's order, had or received any manner
of satisfaction or security for the sum or any part of it except for the following: ..........................................................

Date

Insert particulars of all securities held. Where the securities are on the property of the company, assess the value of
those securities. If any bills or other negotiable securities are held, specify them in a schedule in the following form:
Drawer
Acceptor
Amount $ c
Due Date

I am not a related creditor of the Company

(5)

(5)

I am a related creditor of the Company
relationship:_______________________________________________
If the form is being used for the purpose of voting at a meeting:
Is the debt you are claiming assigned to you?

No

Yes

If yes, attach written evidence of the debt, the assignment and consideration given.
If yes, what value of consideration did you give for the assignment (eg, what amount did you pay

Attached
$

for the debt?)

3A.(6)*
3B.(6)*

I am employed by the creditor and authorised in writing by the creditor to make this statement. I know that the debt was
incurred for the consideration stated and that the debt, to the best of my knowledge and belief, still remains unpaid and
unsatisfied.
I am the creditor's agent authorised to make this statement in writing. I know that the debt was incurred and for the
consideration stated and that the debt, to the best of my knowledge and belief, still remains unpaid and unsatisfied.

DATED this

day of

2020

Signature of Signatory....................................................................................................................................................................
NAME IN BLOCK LETTERS .........................................................................................................................................................
Occupation .....................................................................................................................................................................................
Address ..........................................................................................................................................................................................
See Directions overleaf for the completion of this form
OFFICE USE ONLY
POD No:
Date Received:

/

Entered into CORE IPS:
Amount per ROCAP

$

/

ADMIT (Voting / Dividend) - Ordinary

$

ADMIT (Voting / Dividend) – Preferential

$

Reject (Voting / Dividend)

$

Object or H/Over for Consideration

$

Reason for Admitting / Rejection
TOTAL PROOF

PREP BY/AUTHORISED
DATE AUTHORISED

$
/

/

VA-G-159

Proof of Debt Form Directions
*

Strike out whichever is inapplicable.

(1)

Insert date of Court Order in winding up by the Court, or date of resolution to wind up, if a voluntary winding up.

(2)

Insert full name and address (including ABN) of the creditor and, if applicable, the creditor's partners. If prepared by
an employee or agent of the creditor, also insert a description of the occupation of the creditor.

(3)

Under "Consideration" state how the debt arose, for example "goods sold and delivered to the company between the
dates of .....................................................", "moneys advanced in respect of the Bill of Exchange".

(4)

Under "Remarks" include details of vouchers substantiating payment.

(5)

Related Party / Entity: Director, relative of Director, related company, beneficiary of a related trust.

(6)

If the Creditor is a natural person and this proof is made by the Creditor personally. In other cases, if, for example,
you are the director of a corporate Creditor or the solicitor or accountant of the Creditor, you sign this form as the
Creditor’s authorised agent (delete item 3A). If you are an authorised employee of the Creditor (credit manager etc),
delete item 3B.
Annexures

A.

If space provided for a particular purpose in a form is insufficient to contain all the required information in relation to a
particular item, the information must be set out in an annexure.

B.

An annexure to a form must:
(a)

have an identifying mark;

(b)

and be endorsed with the words:

i)

(c)

"This is the annexure of (insert number of pages) pages marked (insert an identifying mark)
referred to in the (insert description of form) signed by me/us and dated (insert date of signing);
and
be signed by each person signing the form to which the document is annexed.

C.

The pages in an annexure must be numbered consecutively.

D.

If a form has a document annexed the following particulars of the annexure must be written on the form:

E.

(a)

the identifying mark; and

(b)

the number of pages.

A reference to an annexure includes a document that is with a form.

VA-G-159

CORPORATIONS ACT 2001
Insolvency Practice Rules (Corporations)
75-25 & 75-150
APPOINTMENT OF PROXY
CREDITORS MEETING
CELTIC PACIFIC PROPERTIES PTY LIMITED
(MANAGING CONTROLLER APPOINTED) (ADMINISTRATORS APPOINTED)
ACN 071 232 230 (“the Company”)

*I/*We(1)

Of

being a creditor of the Company, appoint(2)
or in his or her absence
to vote for me/us on my/our behalf at the meeting of creditors to be held on 28 January 2020, or at any
adjournment of that meeting.

Please mark any boxes with an
Proxy Type:

X

General

Special
For

Against

Abstain

Resolution 1
The current administrators be replaced with an administrator of
the creditor’s choice
Resolution 2
That a committee of inspection be formed

DATED this

day of

2020.

Signature
CERTIFICATE OF WITNESS
This certificate is to be completed only if the person giving the proxy is blind or incapable of writing. The signature of the creditor,
contributory, debenture holder or member must not be witnessed by the person nominated as proxy.

I, ..................................................................................... of .....................................................................................................................
certify that the above instrument appointing a proxy was completed by me in the presence of and at the request of the person appointing
the proxy and read to him or her before he or she signed or marked the instrument.
Dated:
Signature of Witness:
Description:
Place of Residence:
*

Strike out if inapplicable

(1) If a firm, strike out "I" and set out the full name of the firm.
(2) Insert the name, address and description of the person appointed.

Proxy
Guidance Notes
▪ Insert full name and address of creditor, contributory or member on the top line.
▪ On the second line, insert the name of the person you appoint as your proxy. You may insert “the
Chairperson of the meeting” if you wish.
▪ On the next line insert the organisation the proxy holder represents or works for (not required if the
Chairperson is your proxy).
▪ You may appoint an alternate proxy on the fourth line who may act if your first appointed proxy cannot
attend the meeting. You may insert “the Chairperson of the meeting” if you wish.
▪ If the proxy is a general proxy the form requires no additional information.
▪ If the proxy is a special proxy the form must include instructions regarding the use of the proxy (i.e.
details of the resolution and whether the proxy holder is to cast a vote in favour or against the resolution
or abstain from voting).
▪ Date and sign the Proxy form using one of the following various forms of execution:
−

Sole Trader

-

Sign the proxy yourself.

−

Partnership

-

e.g. sign – “Brown & Associates Per Sam Brown - Partner”

−

Company

-

(i) By a director or secretary, e.g. “S Brown – Director”.
(ii) By a person duly authorised to sign on behalf of the company,
e.g.
“Brown & Associates Pty Ltd. ACN:
Per: S Brown
A person duly authorised to sign on the company’s behalf”.
OR
“Brown & Associates Pty Ltd. ACN:
By its duly constituted attorney J Smith”.
NB: If signing on behalf of a company the following example is not
sufficient:
”Brown & Associates Pty Ltd. ACN:
Per: S Brown”

1

Information Sheet: Committees of Inspection
You have been elected to be, or are considering standing for the role of, a member of a Committee of
Inspection (COI) in either a liquidation, voluntary administration or deed of company arrangement of a
company (collectively referred to as an external administration).
This information sheet is to assist you with understanding your rights and responsibilities as a member of
a COI.

What
COI?
Whatisisa a
COI?
A COI is a small group of creditors elected to represent the interests of creditors in the external
administration. The COI advises and assists the external administrator and also has the power to
approve and request certain things – this is discussed in more detail below.
Membership of the COI is a voluntary, unpaid position.

Who can be elected to a COI?
To be eligible to be appointed as a member of a COI, a person must be:
•
•
•
•

A creditor
A person holding the power of attorney of a creditor
A person authorised in writing by a creditor; or
A representative of the Commonwealth where a claim for financial assistance has, or is likely to
be, made in relation to unpaid employee entitlements.

If a member of the COI is a company, it can be represented by an individual authorised in writing to act
on that creditor’s behalf. It also allows the creditor to maintain its representation if a change in the
individual is required
A COI usually has between 5 and 7 members, though it can have more, or less, depending on the size of
the external administration.
A member of a COI can be appointed by:
•
•
•

resolution at a meeting of creditors
an employee or a group of employees owed at least 50% of the entitlements owed to employees
of the company
a large creditor or group of creditors that are owed at least 10% of the value of the creditors’
claims,

If an employee or group of employees, or a large creditor or group of creditors, appoints a member to the
COI, they cannot vote on the general resolution of creditors to appoint members to the COI. Each of
these groups also have the power to remove their appointed member of the COI and appoint someone
else.

ARITA
ACN 002 472 362

Level 5, 191 Clarence Street, Sydney NSW 2000 Australia | GPO Box 4340, Sydney NSW 2001
t +61 2 8004 4344 | e admin@arita.com.au | arita.com.au

AUSTRALIAN RESTRUCTURING INSOLVENCY & TURNAROUND ASSOCIATION

If you are absent from 5 consecutive meetings of the COI without leave of the COI or you become an
insolvent under administration, you are removed from the COI.

What are the roles and powers of a COI?
A COI has the following roles:
•
•
•

to advise and assist the liquidator, voluntary administrator or deed administrator (collectively
referred to as the external administrator)
to give directions to the external administrator
to monitor the conduct of the external administration.

In respect of directions, the external administrator is only required to have regard to those directions. If
there is a conflict between the directions of the COI and the creditors, the directions of the creditors
prevail. If the external administrator chooses not to comply with the directions of the COI, the external
administrator must document why.
A COI also has the power to:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

approve remuneration of the external administrator after the external administrator has provided
the COI with a Remuneration Approval Report (a detailed report setting out the remuneration for
undertaking the external administration)
approve the use of some of the external administrator’s powers in a liquidation (compromise of
debts over $100,000 and entering into contracts over 3 months)
require the external administrator to convene a meeting of the company’s creditors
request information from the external administrator
approve the destruction of the books and records of the external administration on the conclusion
of the external administration
with the approval of the external administrator, obtain specialist advice or assistance in relation to
the conduct of the external administration
apply to the Court for the Court to enquire into the external administration.

An external administrator is not required to convene a meeting of creditors if the request by the COI is
unreasonable, or provide requested information if the request is unreasonable, not relevant to the
administration or would cause the external administrator to breach their duties.
A request to convene a meeting of creditors is unreasonable if:
•
•
•
•

it would substantially prejudice the interests of a creditor or third party
there are insufficient funds in the external administration to cover the cost of the request
a meeting of creditors dealing with the same matters has already been held or will be held within
15 business days, or
the request is vexatious.

If a request for a meeting is reasonable, the external administrator must hold a meeting of creditors as
soon as reasonably practicable.

Version: July 2017
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A request for information is unreasonable if:
•
•
•
•
•
•

it would substantially prejudice the interests of a creditor or third party
the information would be subject to legal professional privilege
disclosure of the information would be a breach of confidence
there are insufficient funds in the external administration to cover the cost of the request
the information has already been provided or is required to be provided within 20 business days,
or
the request is vexatious.

If the request for information is not unreasonable, the external administrator must provide the requested
information within 5 business days, but the law provides for further time in certain circumstances.
An external administrator must inform the COI if their meeting or information request is not reasonable
and the reason why.

How does the COI exercise its powers?
A COI exercises its powers by passing resolutions at meetings of the COI. To pass a resolution, a
meeting must be convened and a majority of the members of the COI must be in attendance.
A meeting is convened by the external administrator by giving notice of the meeting to the members of
the COI. Meetings of the COI can be convened at short notice.
The external administrator must keep minutes of the meeting and lodge them with ASIC within one
month of the end of the meeting.
ASIC is entitled to attend any meeting of a COI.

What restrictions are there on COI members?
A member of a COI must not directly or indirectly derive any profit or advantage from the external
administration. This includes by purchasing assets of the company or by entering into a transaction with
the company or a creditor of the company. This prohibition extends to related entities of the member of
the COI and a large creditor(s) that appoints a member to the COI.
Creditors, by resolution at a meeting of creditors, can resolve to allow the transaction. The member of
the COI or the large creditor(s) that appoints a member to the COI is not allowed to vote on the
resolution.

Where
can
you
get
more
information?
Where
can
you
get
more
information?
The Australian Restructuring Insolvency and Turnaround Association (ARITA) provides information to
assist creditors with understanding external administrations and insolvency.
This information is available from ARITA’s website at www.arita.com.au/creditors.
ASIC provides information sheets on a range of insolvency topics. These information sheets can be
accessed on ASIC’s website at www.asic.gov.au (search “insolvency information sheets”).
Version: July 2017
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INITIAL REMUNERATION NOTICE (IRN)

Celtic Pacific Properties Pty Limited
(Managing Controller Appointed) (Administrators Appointed)
ACN 071 232 230 (“the Company”)
The purpose of the IRN is to provide you with information about how my remuneration for
undertaking this matter will be set.
1

Remuneration Methods
There are four basic methods that can be used to calculate the remuneration charged by an
Insolvency Practitioner (IP). They are:
• Time based I hourly rates: This is the most common method. The total fee charged is based on
the hourly rate charged for each person who carried out the work multiplied by the number of
hours spent by each person on each of the tasks performed.
• Fixed Fee: The total fee charged is normally quoted at the commencement of the appointment
and is the total cost for the administration. Sometimes I will finalise an administration for a fixed
fee.
• Percentage: The total fee charged is based on a percentage of a particular variable, such as the
gross proceeds of assets realisations.
• Contingency: The fee is structured to be contingent on a particular outcome being achieved.

2

Method chosen
We propose that our remuneration be calculated on a fixed fee of $40,000.

2.1

Default amount of remuneration
Pursuant to sections 60-5 and 60-15 of the Insolvency Practice Schedule (Corporations), We are
entitled to receive remuneration for necessary work properly performed, without creditor approval,
if it does not exceed the maximum default amount.

2.2

Estimated remuneration
We estimate that our remuneration in administering this matter will be approximately $40,000. This
estimate is consistent with the estimate we provided to our appointor prior to our appointment.

2.3

Disbursements
Disbursements are divided into three types:
• Externally provided professional services: these are recovered at cost. An example of an
externally provided professional service disbursement is legal fees;
• Externally provided non-professional costs such as travel, accommodation and search fees these are recovered at cost;
• Internal disbursements such as photocopying, printing and postage. These disbursements,
if charged to the Administration, would generally be charged at cost; though some expenses

such as telephone calls, photocopying and printing may be charged at a rate which recoups
both variable and fixed costs. The recovery of these costs must be on a reasonable
commercial basis.
We are not required to seek creditor approval for disbursements paid to third parties but must account
to creditors. However, we must be satisfied that these disbursements are appropriate, justified and
reasonable.
We are required to obtain creditor's approval for the payment of internal disbursements that are
not recovered at rates charged by third parties. Creditors will be asked to approve my internal
disbursements prior to these disbursements being paid from the administration.

Disbursements

Rate (excluding GST)

Externally provided professional services

At Cost

Externally provided non-professional services

At Cost

Internal disbursements:
Photocopying – BW

$0.20 per page

Photocopying – Colour

$0.50 per page

Printing – BW

$0.20 per page

Printing – Colour

$0.50 per page

Postage

At cost

Storage costs

$40 per box

Staff vehicles use

Paid at the ATO set rate

ASIC Service Levy

Estimated at $97 per Company in
external administration and per notifiable
event

Dated: 17 January 2020
Celtic Pacific Properties Pty Limited
(Managing Controller Appointed) (Administrators Appointed)

Andrew McCabe
Joint and Several Administrator

Insolvency information for directors, employees, creditors and
shareholders
This information sheet (INFO 39) lists ASIC's information sheets for directors, employees, creditors and shareholders
affected by a company's insolvency.
We have produced these with endorsement from the Australian Restructuring Insolvency & Turnaround Association
(ARITA).
The information sheets give a basic understanding of the three most common company insolvency procedures –
liquidation, voluntary administration and receivership – as well as the independence requirements for external
administrators and approving external administrator remuneration. There is also a glossary of commonly used insolvency
terms.

List of information sheets
INFO 41 Insolvency: A glossary of terms
INFO 42 Insolvency: A guide for directors
INFO 43 Insolvency: A guide for shareholders
INFO 45 Liquidation: A guide for creditors
INFO 46 Liquidation: A guide for employees
INFO 54 Receivership: A guide for creditors
INFO 55 Receivership: A guide for employees
INFO 74 Voluntary administration: A guide for creditors
INFO 75 Voluntary administration: A guide for employees
INFO 84 Independence of external administrators: A guide for creditors
INFO 85 Approving fees: A guide for creditors

Where can I get more information?
Further information is available from the ARITA website. The ARITA website also contains the ARITA Code of
Professional Practice for Insolvency Practitioners.

This is Information Sheet 39 (INFO 39) updated on 1 September 2017. Information sheets provide concise
guidance on a specific process or compliance issue or an overview of detailed guidance.

Last updated: 01/09/2017 10:57
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CELTIC PACIFIC PROPERTIES PTY LIMITED
(MANAGING CONTROLLER APPOINTED)(ADMINISTRATORS APPOINTED)
ACN 071 232 230 (“THE COMPANY”)
Corporations Act 2001 Section 600G
Insolvency Practice Rules (Corporations) – 75-10
CREDITOR’S APPROVAL TO THE USE OF EMAIL BY THE EXTERNAL ADMINISTRATOR WHEN GIVING
OR SENDING CERTAIN NOTICES UNDER SECTION 600G
OF THE CORPORATIONS ACT 2001
Should you wish to receive notices and documents relating to the administration of Celtic Pacific Properties Pty
Limited by email, please complete this form and return it to Wexted Advisors at the address set out below.
I/We authorise the External Administrator on behalf of the Company and his or her employees and
agents to send and give notices and documents where such notices and documents may be sent
by email to us using the email address provided below.
Where the external administration has evolved into another form of external administration (such
as a voluntary administration becoming a deed of company arrangement or creditors voluntary
liquidation), I/We authorise the External Administrator of the Company whether as voluntary
administrator or deed administrator or liquidator of the Company and his employees and agents
to send and give notices and documents where such notices and documents may be sent by email
to me/us using the email address provided below.
Signature:
Creditor name:
Creditor address:
Contact name:
Position:
Email Address:
Contact number:

Return to:
Via Email:
Via Post:

Wexted Advisors
insolvency@wexted.com
Level 12, 28 O'Connell Street, Sydney NSW 2000

VA-B-019A

